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Also the Muslims Lambs 
will Discover the Wolf 
inside them 
by Ida Magli 
il Giornale | 24.12.2014 

 A car has always been felt by young males as a conquest of power. And 
in fact it is so. Advertising usually presents a new car with a sexy girl 
ready to accept a ride; at least in the West, conquering a woman has 
always been a way of symbolizing any other conquest. Is it the speed 
that you can reach with a car that suggests to the males a sense of their 
power? No, speed it is only the instrument; the real reason is the 
possibility to kill, which transforms the car into a powerful weapon and 
the man who owns it in the strongest of all, as much as if he had a gun 
in his hand. Many of the so-called “Saturday evening accidents”, which 
usually and tragically involve youngsters, are due to excessive speed. 
Speed is for males a search for maximum power, which dominates on all, 
terrifying them with the fear of death. 

 In the European society, where any form of violence is obsessively 
repressed, where it is unlawful to cultivate hostile feelings towards 
anybody, or to utter words that could be considered offensive, Muslims 
(immigrants or residents) have few opportunities to show the will of 
power that animates them against the Europeans. But once they 
understand the deadly function linked to the car, it is so simple to get 
behind the wheel and go at full speed against a crowd in the streets or in 
a square, easily causing terror and massacre. This is happening in 
France: within a few days, first in Joué-les-Tours, then in Dijon, then in 
Nantes, a man driving a pickup truck or a car has directed it into the 
crowd, invoking the name of Allah. The French authorities exclude 
terrorism, because there is no organized group behind those exalted 
individuals; they rather speak of “lone wolves”, or of fragile personalities  
which – in an interconnected world like the present one – are easily 
fascinated by the propaganda in favor of Jihad. But this superficial 
reasoning does not take into account how easy it is today to get involved 
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and to acquire knowledge through the endless sources of information 
provided today by the media and the web. 

 We must think over about this: today nobody really is a "lone wolf", 
wherever he lives, whatever his religion. Because with just a click he can 
connect to many others, and - most of all -  because even the most 
lonely wolf today knows that the only real battle taking place in the 
world is the one of the Muslims against all other societies; a battle that 
is victorious everywhere, because the attacked people submit or flee. 
Islam means conquering, since Mohammed was a conqueror; you can 
not be a Muslim without submitting the society to the will of Allah. The 
so-called inter-religious dialogue is something planned around a table, 
typical of Western mentality: but it does not and can not change 
anything of the intrinsic need or conquest, peculiar of being a Muslim. 
Today Muslim communities existing in France (as well as in Spain, Italy, 
Germany) are quiet and peaceful: but when Muslims will be more 
numerous and aware of being victorious, the moment will come when 
the West will be forced to wake up from its stupid indolence, and will 
realize - too late -  to be under the Islamic heel. 
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